a
ccontact Strikes the rigid stationary contact, the movement of the tungsten powder creates sufficient friction to absorb practically all Of the energy of impact
and thus the tendency of the contact to bounce is
reduced to a minimum. The moving contact is loose
ly mounted on the unit beam and held in place by a
leaf spring. The construction is such that the beam
continues to move slightly after the contacts close
deflecting the spring.
This Drovides the required
contact follow. This spring should liave zero tension
on the contact when the beam is in the reset position.
Curent is conducted into the moving contact by
means of a flexible metal ribbon.

CAUTION Before putting protective relays into
servi.ce, remove all blocking which may have been
inserted for the purpose of securing the parts dtiring

shipment, make sure that all moving parts operate
freely, inspect the contacts to see that they are clean
and close properly, and operate the relay to check
the settings and electrical connections.

APPLICAtloN
The ELF relay is a single-phase rela]r connected
to the -arc side of a synchronous machine and com
tains three units connected so that the operatioh of

G

two units sounds an alarm waning the operator of a
low excitation condition, and the additional operar
lion of the third units sets u|] the trip Circuit. The
relay can be applied without modification to all
types of synchronous machines.

A thiltwalled cylinder filled with tungstenpowder
is mounted near tbe rear end of the beam. This acts
as a counterweiBht and tends to damp out vibrations
in the beam in the manner described above for the
unit coutacts.

CONSTRUCTION
Off.et Tram.fom®r

The relay consists of an impedance unit, offset
transformer, directional. unit, under-vchtage unit,
telephone relay, and an Indicating Coutactor Switch.

The offset transfomer ts an all gap transfomer
with a tapped primary winding to obtain the de8ined
voltage at a given ctinent. A portion Of the secondary
winding is shunted by a resistor to give the desired
relay characteristic Of 60° displacement.

Iiroedaiic. Unli

A Sectional view Of the impedance unit beam ls
shown in Fig. 1. A balanced beam is restrained
from operating by two voltage coils on the back end,
and is pulled downward on the ftont corfeact end by a
Current coil. The fluxes of these two potential coils
are shifted out Of phase so that practically a constant
balancecan beobtained regardless of the phase angle
between the current and voltage fluxes. A tap screw
on the front of the unit pemits Changing the number
of turns on the current coil for coarse adjustments
and a core screw on the bottom of the unit changes
the ourrent coil elecfromagnct air gap for the fine
adjtlstment. These two adjustments make it possible
to set the unit to the desired impedance circle radius.

The moving contact ls a thibwhlled silver shell
practically filled with tungsten powder. When this
SUPERSEDES I.L 4[-746.I
* Dehotes changes from superseded issue.

DI..ctlona'l Unlt

-

The directioml unit is made uE) of five basic
pacts: the die:cast aluminum frome, the electromagnct, the ,molded cover asE!embly. the moving element
assembly, and the bridge and upper bearing pin fLgr
sembly. The lower bearing |}in and the magnetic core
with its adjustment lever are mounted on the frome.
The electromagnet has two series-connected voltage
cons mounted diametrically opposite one another, two
series -connected current coils mounted diametrically
opposite one another and two magnetic plugs acce8slble through the cover. The noting element con-

8lsts of a spring and contact arm asse-mbly and a
double aluminum loop mounted on a shaft which has
end jewels for the top a`nd bottom bearings. This
EFFECTIVE JUNE
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shaft rides between the bottom steel bearing pin
mounted in the frome and a similar pin in the bridge
that mounts on the two longer studs of the electromagnet. The stops for the movilig element are mounted on the cover and are easily accessible for the
adjustment of the contact travel. The spring adjuster
sects on the molded cover and is attached to I;he contact through a aphal spring. The moving contact is
made or two thin-walled suver shells |]ractieally
filled with tungsten powder and mounted back to back
on a thin leaf Spring. The stationary silver contacts
are mounted on the molded cover. The electrical
connection is made from the stationary colitact to the
Btatlomry contact to the moving contact, through the
8plral spring and spring adjuster to the spring adjuster olanp.

_I
•J

3
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e79+
1'+

0+
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drop-out setting of the relay. The lower end of the
shunt is beveled and lonurled so that it can be grasped
by the fingers and ttimed to change the setting. A
calibrated scale plate is mounted adja,cent to the
shunt. A groove just; above the inurl in the lower end
of the shunt serves as an index mark, and the relay
drop-out setting is indlcarfed by the calibration scale
marring which is adjacent to the groove.

Und.rvoltag. Ulilt

Thla unit operates on the 8olenold principle. A
U-shaped Iron frome, mounted on the .micauta base,
Bupporis the coil and Serves as the external magentic
path for the con. The coil stmounds a core and nux
shunt. The uppel. end of the core is threaded and
projects through the upper side of the frame, to which
lt ls fastened by a nut. A tube threaded on tbe out8lde at its lower end ls asBep]bled in the core, with
ltB thoaded end extending below the core. The
lower beating for the plunger shaft ls insert;ed ln the
lower end of this thTended tube, and is held in place
by a Set BCTew. This bearing consists of a graphite
buchlng in a brass holder. The bearing for the upper
end of the plunger Bhatt 18 a graphite buBhipg which
18 |]re8eed ln the upper end of the core. Thl§ bearing
18 vialble when the plunger ls ln the energized po8ltlon. The plunger Itself does not touch the walls of
the ttibe in whleh it moves.
A flue Shunt which 8rirounds the core iB screwed
on the tube, its lower end projecting below the relay
frome.
The poaltion Of thl8 Bhuht detendnez! the

2

The constmctlon of the plunger, col'e and flue
shunt causes the plunger to float ln its energized
position, without being held against a stop, even
when energized much clove I;he pick-up value. Consequently. there i8 negligible lioise and the contacts
are free from chatter, even on heavy overlords.

The core, shunt and plunger construction also
provides the high ratio of drop-out to plck-up. ±his
ratio is above 90% for any setting.

The shunt is held in any desired position by
means of a locking mechanism in which a8prlng lever
presses against the Shunt. The pre8Btlre ls removed
by pu8hlng the free end Of the lever to the left. Only
a small amount of movement ls necessary to remove
the pressure entirely. The llmlt of the lever movemede 18 readily appzuent on inspectiozL of the assembly, and this Should not be exceeded since the lever
may I)e bent. The shunt i8 made a fairly snug fit. in
the franc and on the coil core tube, but whom the
pressure is released, it can be readily turned by the

a
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nngers alone. By applying greater force, lt will be
I)ossible to ttm the shunt without moving the lever
fiilly to the left, but the pressure of the spring lever
will prevent any creeping of I;he shunt or undesired
change of setting.
The stationary contacts are assembled on slotted
brackets. These are held in p.osition on the base by
fillister-head screws which are threaded into the
teminal insert . The moving contacts are connected
to the base terminals by flexible leads. All contacts
are pure silver.
T.Ioplion® R®Iay

The telephone relay (X) has a slow drop-out
ch8Tacteristic.
When energized, the solenoid core

attracts an iron right-angle amature bracket which ln
turn opens the break contacts. In actual service. the
relay is normally energized holding the break contacts o|)en. (Note: the lnake contacts are not used.)
Drop-out delay adjustment is obtained by varying the
air.gap between the armature and the core,
Indlcotliig C®ntac.or Swllch lJnlt (lcs)

The d-a indlcatlng contoctor 8wlteh is a Small

4

clapper type device. A magnetic amatLire, to which
leaf-spring mounted contacts are attached, is attract;ed to the magnetic core upon energiza,tion of the
switch. When the switch closes, the moving contacts
bridge two stationary contacts, completing the trip
circuit. Also during this operation two fingers on the
armature deflect a spring located on the front of the
switch, which allows the operation indicator target
to drop. The target is reset from the outside of the
case by a push rod located at the botto.in of the cover.

The trout spring, in addition to holding the tal`get,
provides restraint for the armature and thus confrols
the pickup value of the switch.

OPERATloN
The relay is conliected and applied to the system
as shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The directional element
closes its contacts for lagging vcr now into the
machine. Its zero torque line has been set at -13°
from the R-aria. Its primary function is to prevent
operation of the relay during. ext;ernal faults. The
inpedance unit closes its contacts when, as a result of reduction in excitation, the inpedance of the

a
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machine as viewed from its terminals is less than a
predetermined value. The operation of both the impedance and directional elements sounds an alarm,
a,nd the additional operation of the undervoltage element trips the machine. As shown in Fig. 3, the
contacts of all three units are connected in set.ies
across a telephone type relay designated X, which
provides ap|]roximately 15 cycles time delay on dropout before energizing the trip coil. This time delay
is to ensure positive contact coc>rdination under all
possible o|]erating conditions. During normal conditions, all contacts are open.
C H AR ACT E R I ST I C S

The type HLF relay is available in one range.
It has a continuous current rating of 5 amperes and

Coarse Ohm Taps (ZR)
0.0

2.8

5.5

8..2

11.1

Fine Ohm Taps (A)
0.0
Directional

.75

1.5

2.25

3.0

unit

The HLF' relay is designed for potential polarization with an internal phase snifter so that n]aximum
torque occurs when the operating current leads the
polarizing voltage by approximately 13°. The mililmum pickup has been set by the spring tension to be
approximately 1 volt and 5 amperes at maximum torque.
Undorvollag® Unil

a 1 second rating of 140 amperes.

Voltage Dro|]-Out Values
lmpedanc® C I rc u i I

a

on Calibrated Scale Plate

The relay R-X diagram. plotted in relay ohms, is
shorn in Fig. 5.

50

(a) The radius Of the impedance circle on the `'R"
and `'X" coordinates is entirely determined by the
tap (T) and core screw (S) settings of the impedance
unit.

Since each of the three units o|)erates from a d¥--i
ferent system voltage, the relay will. not trip accidental loss of potential under normal operating conditiohs.

(b). The magnitude of displacement of the center of
the impedance circle from the origin is deterlrined by
the offset transformer taps selected (ZR + A).

Trip Circuit

(a) The phase angle of displacement has been set
at GOO ctilTent lag.

This places the displacement

angle for the system on the ``-X" axis since star cur.
rent lags delta voltage by 300 at 1oo% power factor.
The im|)edance circle radius (TS) can be varied from
8 to 40 ohms. Impedance circle displacement (ZR +
A) can be varied from o to 14.1 ohms. The tap and
scale markings on the relay are q§ follows: (All
impedances are in terms of relay ohms)

60

70

80

90

10 0

110

The main contacts will safely close 3o amperes
at 250 volts d-a and the seal-in contacts of the indicating contactor switeh will safely carry this curl
rent long enough to trip a circuit breaker.

The indicating contactor switch has two taps that
provide a pickup setting of 0.2 or 2 amperes. To
change taps requires cormecting the lead located in
front of the tap block to the desil.ed setting by means
of a screw connection.
Trip clrcult constafit

Impedance Unit - Radius of mpedance Circle (8 to
40 ohms)

0.2 ampere tap 6.5 ohms d-c resistance
2.o ampere tap 0.15 ohms d-a resistance

Taps (T)
45

65

95

150

SETTINGS

Core Screw Markings (S)
.17

.19

.21

.23

.25

•dol`c® Clrcuit

.27

Offset rmsformer
Impedance

Indicating aontactor Switch (Ics)

Circle Displacement (0 to 14.1 obms)

For most applications the impedance Circuit
should be set to ai]proximate the machine capability
curve in the leading power factor zone, particularly
from the directional element zero torque line to 50
percent leading power factor. This criterion for set-
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ting the relay assumes that the steady state stability
limit is inside the capability curve wlien plotted on
a per unit impedance basis, and that most of the relay
operation will result from operation at leading power
factor or loss of excitation wlien operating near the
rated zone. Capability cut.ves can usually be obtained from the manufacturel.. If the capability curve
for the particular macliine is not available, a capability curve from Fig. 6 could be used for a good
approximation.

To obtain the relay setting, the capability .curve
in the leading power factor 2Dne is plotted as a per
unit impedance. (The per unit impedance is equal
to the reciprocal of the per unit KVA.) Fig. 7 is Hg.
6 plotted on a per unit impedance basis. An offset
impedance and ra,dius impedance are then selected
such that the locus of the balance points of the impedance unit is about ten percent inside the capability curve plotted as per unit impedance. Recommended settings, if the capability curves plotted on Fig.
7 are applicable, are also plotted on Fig. 7. These
settings will give adequate protection for the majority of applications. 'On a per unit basis, they are:

1`
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I

I

I
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Fig. 7. Typical Mochln. C:apablllly Curves and Sampl.
HLF S.ltlng= - Per unlt lrapedarice.

where:

ZD per unit=per unit displacement of the
origin of the impedance circle
on the ``-X" axis.

Zo per unit = perunit radius of the impedance
circle.
Relay ohms by convention are those measured by
applying single-phase voltage and ciment to the relay.
Since star curent and delta voltage are applied in
a.ctual service, a factor, V3 will enter into the base
formula.

(1)Zbase=V5-1000(kv)2Rc

ohms

(kva)Rv

operated at
0.5 Psig
15
psig
30 psig

6

Offset
(Z[) per unit)

Radius
(Zo Per unit)

where:

Zbase = One Per unitprimaryohms as seen from the
relay.

kv = rated voltage of the machine.

I.L. 4I-746.]A
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kva = rated kva of the machine.
Rc = the current tl.ansformer ratio.

Rv = the Potential transformer ratio.

The actual settings are then:

Sample Calculation

(Typical Generator from Westinghouse ltansmission
and Distribution Reference Book)
3-phase, 60 cycles, 3600 rpm.13.2 kv,rated at 0.85 pf.

(2) ZR + A = (ZD per unit) (Z base)

Capability for 0.5 psig Hydrogen Pressure = 47,058
kva.

(3.) TS = (Zo per unit) (Z base)

Rc=500/1

where:

Rv= 110/1

If the recommended setting from figure7 is used.

T = the impedance unit current tap value.
S = the impedance unit current core screw
value. The values appear as a series of
dots on the dr`im of the lower core screw
adjusting knob.

Z|) per unit = .40

(1) Zbase = Vg 1000(kv)2Rc

(kva)Rv
= VF 1000 X 13.22 x 5oo
= 29.2 ohms

ZR = offset ta.p value (coarse).

A = offset tap value (fine).

Zo Per unit = .96

47,058 X Ilo
(2) ZR + A = (ZD per unit) (Z base) = (.40)
(29.2) = 11.7 ohms

a-

The formula settings are sufficiently accurate for
most insta,llations. Where it is desired to set the
balance point more accurately the tap and scale values
may be checked by applying to the impedance cirL
cuit the voltage and current conditions which wfll be
impressed on it at the desired balance point. A
slight change `m the sea,le value or in the offset setting from that calculated may be required.
The tap T is obtained by dividing the TS product
by S to give an available tap number. When changing
taps with the relay energized. the extra tap screw
should be screwed in the desired ta|) before removing
the existing tap screw to prevent open circuiting the
current transformer.
Tbe numbel.s on the core sol.ew appear in ascending order as the core screw is screwed into the core.
In some cases, a question of doubt may arise as to
whether the scale setting is correct, or is out by one
full turn of the core screw. In such a, case. the point
may be verified by turning the core screw an the way
in. Then back out the core screw until thehighest
scale marking I.ust comes under the end of the pointer. This will occur in approximately one turn. Then
turn to correct setting. Sufficiently accurate setting
can be made by interpolating between the marked
points when necessary.

0

When changing the ZR or A tap with the relay
energized, the current terminals of the offset transformer should be shorted before unscrewing the tap
screw to prevent open circuiting the transformers.

(3) TS = (Zo per unit) (Z base) = (.96)
(29.2) = 28.1 oins

Thel.efore, the relay is set thus:

ZR i i i

ILT1

.75

150

.19

(Note: An electrical cbeck of this pauticular setting
is outlined in this instruction leaflet. under the
heading, ELEC'IRICAL CHECK POINTS.)
und.rvoltago Unlt

The undervoltage unit is usually set to a value
corresponding to the minimum safe system voltage for
stability. This voltage depends upon system constants and is usually a value between 70 and 80 percent. A higher value could be used if it ls desired to
trip the machine immediately upon loss of field.
Indicating Contactor Switch (ICS)

No setting is req`iired on the ICS unit except the
selection of the 0.2 or 2.0 ampere tap setting. This
selection is made by connecting the lead located in
front of the tap block to the desired setting ty means
of the connecting screw. When the relay energizes a
125 or 250 volt d-c type WI. relay switch, or equivalent, use the 0.2 ampere tap .
INSTALLATION

The relays should be mounted on switohboard
panels or their equivalent in a location free from dirt,
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2. Set T = 150, S = .19, and ZR + A = 11.85. Turn

the phase shifter to 60° (current lags voltage)
3
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2. With a terminal voltage of 120 volts and 5 amperes applied, turn the phase shifter to 13° (current
leads voltage). The contacts should be closed.
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1. Connect the relay as sliown in Fig. 8, with the
switch in position 1 and the trip circuit deenergized.

3. Vary the phase snifter to obtain the two angles
where the moving contact just makes with the right
hand contact. These two angles (where torque reverses) should be where the current leads the voltage
by 283° + 2° and io3o ± 4o.

ii" cO"ECT`Otis As sHO", "E wAxm" TORQUEOF

Undervoltage Circull

TWE DIRECTIOML UHIT OCcuns ^T 13a, I LEAD|Hot.

+

= I) oR z uiiT cn Eck

tt I SV ulllT CHECK
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1. Connect the relay as shown in figure 8, with
switch in position 2 and the trip ciroult deenergized.
2. Set the voltage drop out value on the calitirated
scale plate to be 90.

*

Flg. 8.

--0

Diagtc.in ot Test Connecll®ns for HLF Relay.

3. Decrease the voltage until the plunger drops just
enough to close the contacts. This value should be
moisture. excessive vibration, and heat. Mount the
relay vertically by means of the four mounting holes.
on the flange for semi-flush mounting or by means of
the rear mounting stud or studs for projection mounting. Either a mounting stud or the mounting screws
may be utilized for grounding the I.elay. The electrical connections may be made directly to the terminals
by means of screws for steel panel mounting or to t;he
terminal studs furnished with the relay for thick panel
mounting. The terminal studs may be easily removed
or inserted by locking two nuts on the stud and then
tuning the proper nut with a wrench.

For detailed FT case information refer to I.L.

90 volts ± 3%.
T'lp

Circuit

1. Connect the relay as shown in Fig. 8, with the
switch in position 2.
* 2. Close contacts Z and D.

3. Set the voltage drop out value on the calibrated
scale plate to be 90.
4. Decrease the voltage until the undervolta,ge contacts close. This should energize the trip circuit.
(Note: Do not keep the trip circuit ?nergized for a
prolonged per.iod as the contactor switch cc)il is intermittently rated.)

41-076.

ELECTRICAL

CHECK

POINTS

To check the operation of the relay, the following
instruction should be followed.
[mpodanco Clrcult

1. Ctonnect the relay as shown in Fig. 8, with the
switch in position 1 and the trip circuit deenergized.

8

ADJUSTMENTS

AND

MAINTENANCE

The proper adjustments to insure correct opera.-

tion of this relay have been made at the factory by
the customer. If the adjustments have been changed,
the relay taken apart for repair;, or if it is desired
to check the adjustments at regular rna,intenance periods, the instructions below should be followed.

a
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All contacts should be periodically cleaned.

A

contact burnisher S#182A836H01 is recommended for

this purpose. The use of abrasive material for cleaning cc)ntacts is not recommended, because of the
danger of embedding small particles in the face of the
soft silver and thus impairing I;he contacts.
Impedance Unit

The voltage circuit on the impedance unit is designed to have a comparatively flat phase angle
curve. This is accomplished by energizing the two
coils with current's that are essentially equal and
9o° out of phase. The gaps as sho.wn in Fig. 1 are
nominal dimensions which yield equal restraints from
the two coils. The actual gaps on any particular relay
may vary a few thousandths from these values.

If the voltage circuits have been disassembled,
the 'gaps referred to in Fig.1 provide a nominal
starting pctint for calibration. This is accomplished
as follows:
Adjust the stop screw on the rear of the beam to
give a clearance of .Q2o inch between the beam and
the voltage iron circuit. With the beam in the reset
position, i.e., with the stop screw against the stop,
adjust the vertical gap for .010 inch between tlie adjusta,ble iron and the beam. Care should be taken in
this adjustment to keep the gap the same on both
sides.
Also, with the beam in the Same position,
adjust the gap between the front end of the beam and
the stop in the up|)er core screw to .020 inch.

Make certain that the stops on the rear and front
of the beam are absolutely clean otherwise the imI)edance at which the beam trips may be affected,
particularly at low voltages. The stop can be easily
cleaned by drawing a piece a.i clean white paper between the beam and the stop while the beam is fimly
pressed down.

Further adjustment in tbe gaps may be necessary to obtain a flat phase angle curve.

a

The impedance unit beam should be balanced as
follows: Connect the relay with polarities as shown
in the test diagram, Fig. 8. Set the offset taps ZR
and A on zero. Wit;h any tap and scale setting, check
the impedance measured by the relay with 100 volts
pc)tential restraint. Apply 10 volts restraint and adjust the balance weight on the beam until the beam
just trips with 1/10 of the current required to trip
with 100` vchts restraint. The current should be suddenly applied.

The stationary contact should be adjusted for a
.020 inch gap when the beam is in the reset position.
When the beam is in the opera.ted position there
should be a .015 inch deflection of the moving contact.
The spring that cal.ries the mctving contact
should lie flat on the Micaria arm witli no initial tension on the contact. The flexible pigtail should be
a,t least 3/32 inch from the end of the stationary contact.
The current required at 60° la,gging, to operatethe
im|)edance unit against any giveD voltage, is obtained
from the equatiori:

zR + A + TS =+
where E and I are the voltage and current respectively applied to the relay. Thus if the setting is T =
150, S = .19, ZR = 11.1, A = .75, and E is 100 volts,

then the current required at 60° lagging is:
100

= 2.48 amperes

11.1 + .75 + 150 x .19
DII.octlonal

unit

The upper bearing screw should be screwed down
until there is only three to four thousandths of an
inch clearance between it and the shaft, and then
securely locked in position with the lock nut. This
ad].ustment can be made best by carefully screwing
down the top bearing screwuntfl the double loop fails
to turn freely and then backing up 1/8 of a turn. Great
care must be taken in making this adjustment to prevent damage to the bearing.

The front contact spring should be positioned in
the center of the .020 incli slot of the aluminum guard
by means of the small adjusting screw located on the
nut plate that holds the spring on the moving element. The travel of the moving contact is limited by
the stationary contacts mounted on the molded cover.
The contact gap should be adjusted as follows: With
the mc)ving cc)utact centered between the studs. close
the contact gaps by advancing the two front station-

ary contacts. Then back off the right-hand statiomry
contact .035 inch, and the left-hand stationary con.
tact .01o inch. Then lock both contacts in place.
The complete moving element is limited in travel by
two stop screws, located on the molded cover. These
should be adi'usted so that the moving conta,ct just
barely misses the stationa,ry contacts when energized
in the opening and closing directions with 120 volts
and 5.o anperes at 193° and 13° culrent leading respectively. The right-hand stationary contact should
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be turned 1/6th of a turn counterclockwise to obtain
.005 inch contact follow. The spring should be adjusted so that the contacts close with 1.0 volt and
5 amperes at rna,ximum torque, 13° current leading.
There al.e two separate magnetic adjustments:
Ad].ustable magnetic plugs, in the magnetic circuit,
which a,re accessible from the top; and a small lever
arm extending to the front on the bottom of the center
of the electromagnet controlling a magnetic bias in
the center of the electromagnet. With the terminals
of the potential circuit (6 and 7) short-circuited: (1)
ad].ust the lever so that the right-hand contact will

just remain open with 40 amperes suddenly applied;
(2) adj.ust the plugs so that the right-hand contact
will just remain open with 80 amperes suddenly a,pplied; (3) check to see that the right-hand contact
win just remain open with 55 amperes suddenly applied.

The telephone relay should operate positively. With
an air gap or .o03" - .o04" the contacts should not
close for approximately 15 cycles after the relay is
de-energized.
RENEWAL

PARTS

Repair work can be done most satisfactorily at
the factory. However, interchangeable parts can be
furnished to the custctmers who are equipped fol. doing
repair work. When ordering parts, always give the
complete nameplate data.

ENERGY

REQUIREMENTS

Typical burden data of the various circuits are
as follows:

POTENTIAL CIRCUITS AT 120 VOIjTS.. 60 CYCLES

Recheck spring tension. Final settings should
be made with current coils at room temperature.
Undo.voltq e Un!,

Adjust th.e position of the lower (left-hand) stationary contact so that it ]iust touches the moving
contact when the latter is 1/32" above the de-ener-

Circuit

VA

pf Angle

Impedance
Directional
Undervoltage

2.3
7.2
12. 0

28° lag
23° lead
59° lag

CURRENT CIRCUIT AT 5 AMPERES, 60 CYCI.ES

gized I)osition. Adjust the upper (right-hand) stationary contact so that it just touches the moving
contact when the latter is 5/32" a,bove the de-energized position.

Maximum

Indicoling Conlactor Switch (lcs)

Minimum

Close the main relay contacts and pass sufficient
d-c curent through the trip circuit to close the contacts of the ICS. This value of current should not be
greater than the particular ICS ta;p setting being used.
The indicator target shoiJld drop freely.
Telephone Relay

Energize the telephone relay with 120 volts d-c.

Circuit

VA
23.75

• -`.i.

pf Angle
52.5° lag

(T = 150, S = 2.7. ZR + A = 14.1)
5.60

35° lag

(T = 45, S = 1.7, ZR + A = 0.0)

DIRECT CURRENT CIRCUIT
Telephone Relay
and 2000 ohm resistoi.
Telephone Relay
and 6000 ohm resistor

125 volts

3.9 watts

250 volts

7.8 watts

-jo
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